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Thousands of people were driven into exile by Germany's National Socialist regime
from 1933 onward. For many German-speaking artists and writers Paris became a
temporary capital. The archives of these exiles became "displaced objects" - scattered,
stolen, confiscated, and often destroyed, but also frequently preserved. This book
assesses previously unknown source material stored at the Moscow State Military
Archive (RVGA) since the end of the war, and offers new insights into the activities of
German-speaking exiles in the 1930s in Paris and Europe. Against the backdrop of
current debates surrounding displaced cultural goods and their restitution, this work
seeks to facilitate a transnational, interdisciplinary scientific dialogue.
Insiders/Outsiders, published to accompany a UK-wide arts festival of the same name
in 2019, examines the extraordinarily rich and pervasive contribution of refugees from
Nazi-dominated Europe to the visual culture, art education, and art-world structures of
the United Kingdom. In every field, émigrés arriving from Europe in the
1930s--supported by a small number of like-minded individuals already resident in the
UK--introduced a professionalism, internationalism, and bold avant-gardism to a British
art world not known for these attributes. At a time when the issue of immigration is
much debated, the book serves as a reminder of the importance of cultural crossfertilization and of the deep, long-lasting, and wide-ranging contribution that refugees
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make to British life.
Elizabeth DeLoughrey invokes the cyclical model of the continual movement and
rhythm of the ocean (‘tidalectics’) to destabilize the national, ethnic, and even regional
frameworks that have been the mainstays of literary study. The result is a privileging of
alter/native epistemologies whereby island cultures are positioned where they should
have been all along—at the forefront of the world historical process of transoceanic
migration and landfall. The research, determination, and intellectual dexterity that infuse
this nuanced and meticulous reading of Pacific and Caribbean literature invigorate and
deepen our interest in and appreciation of island literature. —Vilsoni Hereniko, University
of Hawai‘i "Elizabeth DeLoughrey brings contemporary hybridity, diaspora, and
globalization theory to bear on ideas of indigeneity to show the complexities of ‘native’
identities and rights and their grounded opposition as ‘indigenous regionalism’ to freefloating globalized cosmopolitanism. Her models are instructive for all postcolonial
readers in an age of transnational migrations." —Paul Sharrad, University of
Wollongong, Australia Routes and Roots is the first comparative study of Caribbean
and Pacific Island literatures and the first work to bring indigenous and diaspora literary
studies together in a sustained dialogue. Taking the "tidalectic" between land and sea
as a dynamic starting point, Elizabeth DeLoughrey foregrounds geography and history
in her exploration of how island writers inscribe the complex relation between routes
and roots. The first section looks at the sea as history in literatures of the Atlantic
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middle passage and Pacific Island voyaging, theorizing the transoceanic imaginary. The
second section turns to the land to examine indigenous epistemologies in nationbuilding literatures. Both sections are particularly attentive to the ways in which the
metaphors of routes and roots are gendered, exploring how masculine travelers are
naturalized through their voyages across feminized lands and seas. This methodology
of charting transoceanic migration and landfall helps elucidate how theories and people
travel, positioning island cultures in the world historical process. In fact, DeLoughrey
demonstrates how these tropical island cultures helped constitute the very metropoles
that deemed them peripheral to modernity. Fresh in its ideas, original in its approach,
Routes and Roots engages broadly with history, anthropology, and feminist,
postcolonial, Caribbean, and Pacific literary and cultural studies. It productively
traverses diaspora and indigenous studies in a way that will facilitate broader
discussion between these often segregated disciplines.
Neue Sachlichkeit 1918-33
An Autobiography
Supplement
1945-2005: the Freedom of Art, from Picasso to Warhol and Cattelan
New Objectivity
The Visible Word
The Bridgeman Art Library: pts. 1-2. Artists A-Z and their works
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This volume addresses the interdependencies between visual
technologies and epistemology with regard to our perception of the
medical body. The contributions investigate medical bodies as
historical, technological and political constructs, constituted where
knowledge formation and visual cultures intersect.
Essay by Robert Storr. Foreword by Glenn D. Lowry.
Hundert recovers an important community from historical obscurity
by providing a balanced perspective on the Jewish experience in the
Polish Commonwealth and by describing the special dimensions of
Jewish life in a private town.
Civilizations of the West
donations, dations, acquisitions : exposition, Galeries nationales du
Grand Palais, 15 novembre 1980-2 mars 1981
George Grosz
Insiders/Outsiders
Experimental Typography and Modern Art, 1909-1923
Weimar Essays
Zurich, Berlin, Hannover, Cologne, New York, Paris
Recently the distinguished feminist theorist Elizabeth Grosz has turned her
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critical acumen toward rethinking time and duration. Time Travels brings
her trailblazing essays together to show how reconceptualizing temporality
transforms and revitalizes key scholarly and political projects. In these
essays, Grosz demonstrates how imagining different relations between the
past, present, and future alters understandings of social and scientific
projects ranging from theories of justice to evolutionary biology, and she
explores the radical implications of the reordering of these projects for
feminist, queer, and critical race theories. Grosz’s reflections on how
rethinking time might generate new understandings of nature, culture,
subjectivity, and politics are wide ranging. She moves from a compelling
argument that Charles Darwin’s notion of biological and cultural evolution
can potentially benefit feminist, queer, and antiracist agendas to an
exploration of modern jurisprudence’s reliance on the notion that justice is
only immanent in the future and thus is always beyond reach. She examines
Henri Bergson’s philosophy of duration in light of the writings of Gilles
Deleuze, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, and William James, and she discusses
issues of sexual difference, identity, pleasure, and desire in relation to the
thought of Deleuze, Friedrich Nietzsche, Michel Foucault, and Luce
Irigaray. Together these essays demonstrate the broad scope and
applicability of Grosz’s thinking about time as an undertheorized but
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uniquely productive force.
Neue Sachlichkeit is thought by many to have too many diverse elements to
be a unified movement. Originally divided by G.F. Hartlaub into two ‘wings’,
Neue Sachlichkeit has since been broken down by critics into more groups,
sometimes with opposing styles or regional influences. However, the
importance of these divisions has rarely been explored in depth. Unlike
previous surveys, which accept Neue Sachlichkeit as a divided entity, this
book shows for the first time that in spite of its divisions, it may still be
regarded as a unified, coherent movement. While different artists may have
sought to express different specific concerns, what they all had in common
was that they were uncomfortable with the world as it stood, and it is the
way that this was expressed, making use of the object, that gave Neue
Sachlichkeit its unity. This was just as true of the literature and
photography of Neue Sachlichkeit, where the same themes as those found in
the painting were frequently used. The fact that these are shared themes
across different cultural media demonstrates that Neue Sachlichkeit
reflected a mood of its time, and this book explores the ways in which this
mood was expressed.
A vibrant chronicle of the life and work of a prolific painter and bohemian
eccentric.
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Out of Chaos
Photographs from the J. Paul Getty Museum
Musée national d'art moderne
Feminism, Nature, Power
The End and the Beginning
Interventions and Catchwords
Chinese Culture and the Pictorial Turn
First published in Germany in 1929, The End and the Beginning is a lively personal
memoir of a vanished world and of a rebellious, high-spirited young woman's
struggle to achieve independence. Born in 1883 into a distinguished and wealthy
aristocratic family of the old Austro-Hungarian Empire, Hermynia Zur Muhlen spent
much of her childhood travelling in Europe and North Africa with her diplomat father.
After five years on her German husband's estate in czarist Russia she broke with
both her family and her husband and set out on a precarious career as a professional
writer committed to socialism. Besides translating many leading contemporary
authors, notably Upton Sinclair, into German, she herself published an impressive
number of politically engaged novels, detective stories, short stories, and children's
fairy tales. Because of her outspoken opposition to National Socialism, she had to
flee her native Austria in 1938 and seek refuge in England, where she died, virtually
penniless, in 1951. This revised and corrected translation of Zur Muhlen's memoir Page 7/17
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with extensive notes and an essay on the author by Lionel Gossman - will appeal
especially to readers interested in women's history, the Central European aristocratic
world that came to an end with the First World War, and the culture and politics of
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
This acclaimed autobiography by one of the twentieth century's greatest satirical
artists is as much a graphic portrait of Germany in chaos after the Treaty of
Versailles as it is a memoir of a remarkable artist's development. Grosz's account of
a world gone mad is as acute and provocative as the art that depicts it, and this
translation of a work long out of print restores the spontaneity, humor, and energy of
the author's German text. It also includes a chapter on Grosz's experience in the
Soviet Union—omitted from the original English-language edition—as well as more
writings about his twenty-year self-imposed exile in America, and a fable written in
English.
Set of slides showing works displayed in the exhibit "The artist as adversary."
The Mass Ornament
The New Yorker
Ben Uri; 100 Years in London
Cinq années d'enrichissement du patrimoine national, 1975-1980
In Defiance of Painting
Refugees from Nazi Europe and Their Contribution to British Visual Culture
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The Jews in a Polish Private Town
This publication and exhibition celebrate the theme of liberty,
presenting 100 works dating from the end of the Second War to the
present day.
Including an edited transcription of a colloquium on Sander's life
and work, this title contains plates selected from the J. Paul Getty
Museum's collection. Sander's works exemplify the contradictory
nature of early 20th century Germany.
The Specks Collection is noted for its high quality, breadth, and
profound graphic power. In celebration of the gift to the museum, the
collection is presented here for the first time in its entirety.
Knowledge Production and Transfiguration from the Renaissance to
Today
The Human Adventure
Art in Weimar Germany 1919-33
The Grotesque in American Art
Moscow Archives and the Arts in Paris 1933-1945
Magic Realism
Art at Auction in Amer 199
Dada includes many of the key figures in the history of modernism, such as Hans Arp, Marcel
Duchamp, Max Ernst, Hannah Hoch, John Heartfield, Francis Picabla, Kurt Schwitters, and Sophie
Taeuber, and introduces artists who are less well known. This book explores the variety of art-making
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practices that emerged between 1916 and 1924 in the movement's primary centers: Zurich, Berlin,
Hannover, Cologne, New York, and Paris. Six city essays by scholars of the movement; an illustrated
chronology; more than forty artists' biographies; period photographs; and extensive plate sections
document a provocative and influential artistic era. This illustrated book accompanies Dada, the most
comprehensive museum exhibition of Dada art ever mounted in the United States, on view in 2006 at the
National Gallery of Art, Washington, and The Museum of Modern Art, New York. The exhibition was
on view at the Musee national d'art moderne-Centre Pompidou in Paris in 2005.
A free open access ebook is available upon publication. Learn more at www.luminosoa.org. From
fashion sketches of smartly dressed Shanghai dandies in the 1920s, to multipanel drawings of refugee
urbanites during the war against Japan, to panoramic pictures of anti-American propaganda rallies in the
early 1950s, the polymorphic cartoon-style art known as manhua helped define China's modern
experience. Manhua Modernity offers a richly illustrated, deeply contextualized analysis of these
illustrations across the lively pages of popular pictorial magazines that entertained, informed, and
mobilized a nation through a half century of political and cultural transformation. In this compelling
media history, John Crespi argues that manhua must be understood in the context of the pictorial
magazines that hosted them, and in turn these magazines must be seen as important mediators of the
modern urban experience. Even as times changed—from interwar-era consumerism to war-time
mobilization to Mao-style propaganda—the art form adapted to stay on the cutting edge of both politics
and style.
The Mass Ornament today remains a refreshing tribute to popular culture, and its impressively
interdisciplinary writings continue to shed light not only on Kracauer's later work but also on the ideas
of the Frankfurt School, the genealogy of film theory and cultural studies, Weimar cultural politics, and,
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not least, the exigencies of intellectual exile.
Human Concern/personal Torment
The Marcia and Granvil Specks Collection
The Artist as Adversary
Unity and Diversity of an Art Movement
International Auction Records
Anatomy of the Medical Image
Time Travels

Design has long expressed and established itself as an
independent research competence – a fact that also companies,
institutions and politicians have come to acknowledge. What is
still needed, however, is a stronger public platform for design
to confidently reflect upon this process and to establish and
communicate the specific innovative and experimental dimension
of design research. For this reason, BIRD, the Board of
International Research in Design, has developed the New
Experimental Research in Design / NERD format. The edited
conference contributions of twelve young researchers from all
over the world provide an impressive and diverse and insightful
range of intelligent and inspiring approaches in design
research, giving rise to further debate and action in the
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rapidly evolving field.
This elegant publication draws upon the German and Austrian
paintings of the George Economou Collection to explore the
vibrant art of magic realism. The term is today comonly
associated with the twentieth-century literature of Latin
America, but it was first coined (alongside the phrase `postexpressionism') by the German artist and critic Franz Roh in
1926, to describe a shift from the spiritual and anxious art of
the Expressionist era, towards something more directly located
in actuality. Magic realism can be seen as parallel to, and
overlapping with, Neue Sachlichkeit (or `new objectivity'), a
movement associated with the likes of Otto Dix, George Grosz and
Christian Schad. As the term implies, the movement encompassed
aspects of the visionary beyond the objective. Beyond the
studios of those painters `returning' to realism, lay
connections with a dispassionate photographic style as well as
realism and satire in literature and theatre, cabaret and
cinema.0The Weimar era was a period not only of staggering
financial instability, but also of extraordinary artistic
creativity. Extreme political and economic conditions seemingly
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firing imaginative production in the context of mass protests
and the rise of popular, public entertainments.00Exhibition:
Tate Modern, London, UK (June 2018-June 2019).
Published to accompany the 1994 exhibition at The Museum of
Modern Art, New York, this book constitutes the most extensive
survey of modern illustrated books to be offered in many years.
Work by artists from Pierre Bonnard to Barbara Kruger and
writers from Guillaume Apollinarie to Susan Sontag. An importnt
reference for collectors and connoisseurs. Includes notable
works by Marc Chagall, Henri Matisse, and Pablo Picasso.
Modern German Art in the Weimar Republic 1919-1933
War Is Over
Critical Models
The Berlin Years
The Art Sales Index
A Century of Artists Books
Manhua Modernity
German Expressionist PrintsThe Marcia and Granvil Specks CollectionHudson
Hills
"Critical Models' combines two of Adorno's most important postwar works Page 13/17
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'Interventions' and 'Catchwords"--And addresses issues such as the dangers of
ideological conformity, the fragility of democracy, educational reform, the
influence of television and radio and the aftermath and continuity of racism.
Marking the remarkable century of Ben Uri Gallery and Museum, from humble
beginnings in London's East End in 1915 to a fully-fledged mainstream art
museum, under its banner 'Art, Identity and Migration', this publication vividly
illustrates rarely seen masterworks from its collection by some of the greatest
artists of the twentieth century, including Soutine, Chagall, Auerbach, Bomberg,
Kitaj and Kossoff. Further highlights include the 'Whitechapel Boys'; Les
Peintres Juifs de L'Ecole de Paris, Official War artists from both conflicts; midcentury emigres influencing the direction of the arts, and contemporary artists
making ground-breaking work across new media. This unique collection,
primarily of artists born into the Jewish faith, many shaping modern British,
European and American art history, represents a distinct visual survey of artistic
and social life in Britain and the cultural heritage of British Jewry. A range of
texts provides a fascinating context for a collection born 'Out of Chaos'.
Contents: Chairman's Foreword: Out of Chaos: Shaping the future from the past;
Introduction to the Ben Uri Collection: A century of engagement with British and
European Art Catalogue; 1 Whitechapel Boys; 2 Soutine, Chagall and the School
of Paris; 3 Forced Journeys; 4 Postwar; 5 School of London; Chronology of Ben
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Uri; Notes; Bibliography; Legacy of Teachers."
The Case of Opatów in the Eighteenth Century
Routes and Roots
Echoes of Exile
August Sander
NERD – New Experimental Research in Design
Leonard's Annual Price Index of Art Auctions

Drucker skillfully traces the development of this critical position,
suggesting a methodology closer to the actual practices of the early avantgarde artists based on a rereading of their critical and theoretical
writings. After reviewing theories of signification, the production of
meaning, and materiality, she analyzes the work of four poets active in the
typographic experimentation of the 1910s and 1920s: Ilia Zdanevich,
Filippo Marinetti, Guillaume Apollinaire, and Tristan Tzara. Drucker
explores the context for experimental typography in terms of printing,
handwriting, and other practices concerned with the visual representation
of language. Her book concludes with a brief look at the ways in which
experimental techniques of the early avant-garde were transformed in
both literary work and in applications to commercial design throughout
the 1920s and early 1930s.
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This beautifully illustrated book brings together a dazzling variety of
works and provides fresh insight into artistic expressions of life in the
Weimar Republic. Organized around five thematic sections, it mixes
photography, works on paper, and painting to bring them into a visual
dialogue. Also included are essays that examine the politics of New
Objectivity and its legacy; its relation to international art movements of
the time; the context of gender roles and sexuality; and the influence of
new technology and consumer goods.
The invention of collage by Picasso and Braque in 1912 proved to be a
dramatic turning point in the development of Cubism and Futurism and
ultimately one of the most significant innovations in twentieth-century
art. Collage has traditionally been viewed as a new expression of
modernism, one allied with modernism's search for purity of means, antiillusionism, unity, and autonomy of form. This book - the first
comprehensive study of collage and its relation to modernism - challenges
this view. Christine Poggi argues that collage did not become a new
language of modernism but a new language with which to critique
modernism. She focuses on the ways Cubist collage - and the Futurist
multimedia work that was inspired by it - undermined prevailing notions
of material and stylistic unity, subverted the role of the frame and
pictorial ground, and brought the languages of high and low culture into a
new relationship of exchange.
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Dada
100 œuvres nouvelles, 1977-1981
The New Art Examiner
Works from the Museum Collections (including Promised Gifts and
Extended Loans)
Navigating Caribbean and Pacific Island Literatures
Alice Neel's American Portrait Gallery
World Collectors Annuary
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